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Open Channel Hydraulics Mar 04 2020 Open Channel Hydraulics, Second Edition provides extensive coverage of open channel design, with
comprehensive discussions on fundamental equations and their application to open channel hydraulics. The book includes practical formulas to
compute flow rates or discharge, depths and other relevant quantities in open channel hydraulics. In addition, it also explains how mutual interaction
of interconnected channels can affect the channel design. With coverage of the theoretical background, practical guidance to the design of open
channels and other hydraulic structures, advanced topics, the latest research in the field, and real-world applications, this new edition offers an
unparalleled user-friendly study reference. Introduces and explains all the main topics on open channel flows using numerous worked examples to
illustrate key points Features extensive coverage of bridge hydraulics and scour - important topics civil engineers need to know as aging bridges are
a major concern Includes Malcherek's momentum approach where applicable
Environmental Hydraulics for Open Channel Flows Jan 26 2022 Environmental Hydraulics is a new text for students and professionals studying
advanced topics in river and estuarine systems. The book contains the full range of subjects on open channel flows, including mixing and dispersion,
Saint-Venant equations method of characteristics and interactions between flowing water and its surrondings (air entrainment, sediment transport).
Following the approach of Hubert Chanson's highly successful undergraduate textbook Hydraulics of Open Channel Flow, the reader is guided stepby-step from the basic principles to more advanced practical applications. Each section of the book contains many revision exercises, problems and
assignments to help the reader test their learning in practical situations. ·Complete text on river and estuarine systems in a single volume ·Step-bystep guide to practical applications ·Many worked examples and exercises
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Hydraulics of Spillways and Energy Dissipators Jan 14 2021 An unsurpassed treatise on the state-of-the-science in the research and design of
spillways and energy dissipators, Hydraulics of Spillways and Energy Dissipators compiles a vast amount of information and advancements from
recent conferences and congresses devoted to the subject. It highlights developments in theory and practice and emphasizing top
Open-Channel Flow Aug 01 2022 Open Channel Flow, 2nd edition is written for senior-level undergraduate and graduate courses on steady and
unsteady open-channel flow. The book is comprised of two parts: Part I covers steady flow and Part II describes unsteady flow. The second edition
features considerable emphasis on the presentation of modern methods for computer analyses; full coverage of unsteady flow; inclusion of typical
computer programs; new problem sets and a complete solution manual for instructors.
Channels and Channel Control Structures Jun 26 2019 The development of water resources has proceeded at an amazing speed around the world in
the last few decades. The hydraulic engineer has played his part: in constructing much larger artificial channels than ever before, larger and more
sophisticated control structures, and systems of irrigation, drainage and water supply channels in which the flow by its nature is complex and
unsteady requiring computer-based techniques at both the design and operation stage. It seemed appropriate to look briefly at some of the
developments in hydraulic design resulting from this situation. Hence the idea of the Conference was formed. The Proceedings of the Conference
show that hydraulic engineers have been able to acquire a very substantial base of design capability from the experience of the period referred to.
The most outstanding development to have occurred is in the combination of physical and mathematical modelling, which in hydraulic engineering
has followed a parallel path to that in other branches of engineering science. The Proceedings of this Conference will give to the reader an awareness
of the current state of hydraulic design in open channel flow and open channel control structures. K.V.H. Smith Editor 1. CONTROL AND DIVERSION
STRUCTURES 1-3 FACTORS AFFECTING BRINK DEPTH IN RECTANGULAR OVERFALLS G.C. Christodoulou, G.C. Noutsopoulos and S.A. Andreou
Dept. of Civil Engineering, National Technical Univ. of Athens, Greece.
Free-Surface Flow: Jul 08 2020 Free-Surface Flow: Shallow-Water Dynamics presents a novel approach to this phenomenon. It bridges the gap
between traditional books on open-channel flow and analytical fluid mechanics. Shallow-water theory is established by formal integration of the
Navier-Stokes equations, and boundary resistance is developed by a rigorous construction of turbulent flow models for channel flow. In addition, the
book presents a comprehensive description of shallow-water waves by mathematical analysis. These methods form the foundation for understanding
flood routing, sudden water releases, dam and levee break, sluice gate dynamics and wave-current interaction. Bridges the gap between traditional
books on open-channel flow and wave mechanics. Presents a comprehensive description of shallow-water waves by characteristic and bicharacteristic
analysis. Presents techniques for wave control and active flood mitigation.
Open-channel Hydraulics Nov 04 2022 Open-Channel Hydraulics, originally published in 1959, deals with the design for flow in open channels and
their related structures. Covering both theory and practice, it attempts to bridge the gap that generally exists between the two. Theory is introduced
first and is then applied to design problems. In many cases the application of theory is illustrated with practical examples. Theory is frequently
simplified by adopting theoretically less rigorous treatments with sound concepts, by avoiding use of advanced mathematical manipulations, or by
replacing such manipulations with practical numerical procedures. To facilitate understanding of the subject matter, the treatment is mostly based
on the condition of one- or two-dimensional flow. The book deals mainly with American practice but also includes related information from many
countries throughout the world. Material is divided into five main sections for an orderly and logical treatment of the subject: Basic Principles.
Uniform Flow, Varied Flow, Rapidly Varied Flow, and Unsteady Flow. There are 67 illustrative examples, 282 illustrations, 319 problems, and 810
references. This classic textbook was the first English-language book on the subject in two decades. Open-Channel Hydraulics is a valuable text for
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students of engineering mechanics. hydraulics. civil. agricultural. sanitary. and mechanical engineering, and a helpful compendium for practicing
engineers. Dr. Ven Te Chow was a Professor of Hydraulic Engineering and led the hydraulic engineering research and teaching programs at the
University of Illinois. Through many years of experience as a teacher, engineer, researcher, writer. lecturer, and consultant, he became an
internationally recognized leader in the fields of hydraulics, hydrology and hydraulic engineering. Dr. Ven Te Chow authored two technical books and
more than 60 articles and papers in scientific an engineering magazines and journals. He was a member of lAHR, ASCE, AGU, AAAS, SEE, and Sigma
Xi, and had been Chairman of the American Geophysical Union's Permanent Research Committee on Runoff.
Essentials of Engineering Hydraulics Aug 21 2021
Engineering and Design Jun 06 2020
Practical Channel Hydraulics Jan 02 2020 A technical reference guide and instruction text for the estimation of flood and drainage water levels in
rivers, waterways and drainage channels. It is written as a user’s manual for the openly available innovative Conveyance and Afflux Estimation
System (CES-AES) software, with which water levels, flows and velocities in channels can be calculated. The impact of factors influencing these
levels and the sensitivity of channels to extreme levels can also be assessed. Approaches and solutions are focused on addressing environmental,
flood risk and land drainage objectives. Practical Channel Hydraulics is the first reference guide that focuses in detail on estimating roughness,
conveyance and afflux in fluvial hydraulics. With its universal approach and the application of metric units, both book and software serve an
international audience of consultants and engineers dealing with river modelling, flood risk assessment, maintenance of watercourses and the design
of drainage systems. Suited as course material for training graduate Master’s students in civil and environmental engineering or geomorphology who
focus on river and flood engineering, as well as for professional training in flood risk management issues, open channel flow hydraulics and
modelling. The CES-AES software development followed recommendations by practitioners and academics in the UK Network on Conveyance in
River Flood Plain Systems, following the Autumn 2000 floods, that operating authorities should make better use of recent improved knowledge on
conveyance and related flood (or drainage) level estimation. This led to a Targeted Programme of Research aimed at improving conveyance
estimation and subsequent integration with other research on afflux at bridges and culverts at high flows. The CES-AES software tool aims to
improve and assist with the estimation of: hydraulic roughness water levels (and corresponding channel and structure conveyance) flow (given
slope); section-average and spatial velocities backwater profiles upstream of a known flow-head control e.g. weir (steady) afflux upstream of bridges
and culverts uncertainty in water level The CES-AES software and tutorial are openly available at www.river-conveyance.net (see also Downloads &
Updates tab).
The Civil Engineering Handbook Oct 30 2019 First published in 1995, the award-winning Civil Engineering Handbook soon became known as the
field's definitive reference. To retain its standing as a complete, authoritative resource, the editors have incorporated into this edition the many
changes in techniques, tools, and materials that over the last seven years have found their way into civil engineering research and practice. The Civil
Engineering Handbook, Second Edition is more comprehensive than ever. You'll find new, updated, and expanded coverage in every section. In fact,
more than 1/3 of the handbook is new or substantially revised. In particular you'll find increased focus on computing reflecting the rapid advances in
computer technology that has revolutionized many aspects of civil engineering. You'll use it as a survey of the field, you'll use it to explore a
particular subject, but most of all you'll use The Civil Engineering Handbook to answer the problems, questions, and conundrums you encounter in
practice.
Water Resources Engineering Oct 11 2020 Environmental engineers continue to rely on the leading resource in the field on the principles and
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practice of water resources engineering. The second edition now provides them with the most up-to-date information along with a remarkable range
and depth of coverage. Two new chapters have been added that explore water resources sustainability and water resources management for
sustainability. New and updated graphics have also been integrated throughout the chapters to reinforce important concepts. Additional end-ofchapter questions have been added as well to build understanding. Environmental engineers will refer to this text throughout their careers.
Stream Ecology Apr 28 2022 Running waters are enormously diverse, ranging from torrential mountain brooks, to large lowland rivers, to great
river systems whose basins occupy subcontinents. While this diversity makes river ecosystems seem overwhelmingly complex, a central theme of this
volume is that the processes acting in running waters are general, although the settings are often unique. The past two decades have seen major
advances in our knowledge of the ecology of streams and rivers. New paradigms have emerged, such as the river continuum and nutrient spiraling.
Community ecologists have made impressive advances in documenting the occurrence of species interactions. The importance of physical processes
in rivers has attracted increased attention, particularly the areas of hydrology and geomorphology, and the inter-relationships between physical and
biological factors have become better understood. And as is true for every area of ecology during the closing years of the twentieth century it has
become apparent that the study of streams and rivers cannot be carried out by excluding the role of human activities, nor can we ignore the urgency
of the need for conservation. These developments are brought together in Stream Ecology: Structure and function of running waters, designed to
serve as a text for advanced undergraduate and graduate students, and as a reference book for specialists in stream ecology and related fields.
Open-Channel Flow Feb 01 2020 Open Channel Flow, 2nd edition is written for senior-level undergraduate and graduate courses on steady and
unsteady open-channel flow. The book is comprised of two parts: Part I covers steady flow and Part II describes unsteady flow. The second edition
features considerable emphasis on the presentation of modern methods for computer analyses; full coverage of unsteady flow; inclusion of typical
computer programs; new problem sets and a complete solution manual for instructors.
Flow in Open Channels Jul 20 2021
Roughness Coefficients for Densely Vegetated Flood Plains Sep 09 2020
Numerical Modeling in Open Channel Hydraulics Apr 16 2021 Open channel hydraulics has always been a very interesting domain of scienti c
and engineering activity because of the great importance of water for human l- ing. The free surface ow, which takes place in the oceans, seas and
rivers, can be still regarded as one of the most complex physical processes in the environment. The rst source of dif culties is the proper recognition
of physical ow processes and their mathematical description. The second one is related to the solution of the derived equations. The equations arising
in hydrodynamics are rather comp- cated and, except some much idealized cases, their solution requires application of the numerical methods. For
this reason the great progress in open channel ow modeling that took place during last 40 years paralleled the progress in computer technique,
informatics and numerical methods. It is well known that even ty- cal hydraulic engineering problems need applications of computer codes. Thus, we
witness a rapid development of ready-made packages, which are widely d- seminated and offered for engineers. However, it seems necessary for
their users to be familiar with some fundamentals of numerical methods and computational techniques applied for solving the problems of interest.
This is helpful for many r- sons. The ready-made packages can be effectively and safely applied on condition that the users know their possibilities
and limitations. For instance, such knowledge is indispensable to distinguish in the obtained solutions the effects coming from the considered
physical processes and those caused by numerical artifacts.
Applied Hydrology Nov 11 2020 Hidrologic analysis., Hidrologic design., Design storms., Design flows.
Gradually-varied Flow Profiles in Open Channels Jul 28 2019 Gradually-varied flow (GVF) is a steady non-uniform flow in an open channel with
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gradual changes in its water surface elevation. The evaluation of GVF profiles under a specific flow discharge is very important in hydraulic
engineering. This book proposes a novel approach to analytically solve the GVF profiles by using the direct integration and Gaussian hypergeometric
function. Both normal-depth- and critical-depth-based dimensionless GVF profiles are presented. The novel approach has laid the foundation to
compute at one sweep the GVF profiles in a series of sustaining and adverse channels, which may have horizontal slopes sandwiched in between
them.
Hydraulic Loss Coefficients for Culverts Aug 09 2020 Research in the area of culvert hydraulics has centered on concrete box culverts and
circular corrugated metal pipe culverts. The hydraulic analyses of these culvert types have been well defined for conventional installations, but not
for environmentally sensitive and nontraditional culverts. It is desirable to design and construct some culvert crossings to minimize their impact on
the natural environment. Culverts are now being designed to maintain natural velocities and minimize turbulence to allow migratory species to pass
through the culvert barrel. Such designs may add baffles on the invert, bury the culvert invert, or use bottomless culverts to provide for a natural
stream invert. Other designs use larger and wider culverts to reduce the amount of contraction and acceleration.
HydroCAD Reference Manual Aug 28 2019
Fundamentals of Open Channel Flow Mar 28 2022 Exposes You to Current Industry-Standard Tools Open channel flow is covered in essentially all
civil and environmental engineering programs, usually by final-year undergraduate or graduate students studying water resources. Fundamentals of
Open Channel Flow outlines current theory along with clear and fully solved examples that illustrate the concepts and are geared to a first course in
open channel flow. It highlights the practical computational tools students can use to solve problems, such as spreadsheet applications and the HECRAS program. It assumes a foundation in fluid mechanics, then adopts a deliberately logical sequence through energy, momentum, friction, gradually
varied flow (first qualitative, then quantitative), and the basics of sediment transport. Taps into Your Innate Ability to Understand Complex Concepts
Visually Open channel flow can be understood through just a few simple equations, graphs, and computational tools. For students, the book comes
with downloadable animations that illustrate basic concepts visually with synchronous graphical presentation of fundamental relationships. For
instructors, PowerPoint slides and solutions to end-of-chapter problems are provided. Delivers simple but powerful software animations Conveys
material in three ways (analytical, graphical, computational/empirical) to aid multiple types of learners and improve overall accessibility Includes new
fundamental equation for alternate depths Discusses flow transients supported by animations and calculations Emphasizes applications of common
and useful computational tools Developed by an author who has been teaching open channel flow to university students for the past fifteen years,
Fundamentals of Open Channel Flow provides you with a detailed explanation of the basics of open channel flow using examples and animation, and
offers expert guidance on the practical application of graphical and computational tools.
Flow in Channels Dec 01 2019
Hydraulics of Open Channel Flow May 06 2020 Since the publication of its first edition in 1999, 'The Hydraulics of Open Channel Flow' has been
praised by professionals, academics, students and researchers alike as the most practical modern textbook on open channel flow available. This new
edition includes substantial new material on hydraulic modelling, in particular addressing unsteady open channel flows. There are also many new
exercises and projects, including a major new revision assignment. This innovative textbook contains numerous examples and practical applications,
and is fully illustrated with photographs. Dr Chanson introduces the basic principles of open channel flow and takes readers through the key topics of
sediment transport, hydraulic modelling and the design of hydraulic structures. ·Comprehensive coverage of the basic principles of key application
areas of the hydraulics of open channel flow ·New exercises and examples added to aid understanding ·Ideal for use by students and lecturers in civil
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and environmental engineering
Flow Through Open Channels Dec 13 2020
River Dynamics Feb 12 2021 Rivers are important agents of change that shape the Earth's surface and evolve through time in response to
fluctuations in climate and other environmental conditions. They are fundamental in landscape development, and essential for water supply,
irrigation, and transportation. This book provides a comprehensive overview of the geomorphological processes that shape rivers and that produce
change in the form of rivers. It explores how the dynamics of rivers are being affected by anthropogenic change, including climate change, dam
construction, and modification of rivers for flood control and land drainage. It discusses how concern about environmental degradation of rivers has
led to the emergence of management strategies to restore and naturalize these systems, and how river management techniques work best when
coordinated with the natural dynamics of rivers. This textbook provides an excellent resource for students, researchers, and professionals in fluvial
geomorphology, hydrology, river science, and environmental policy.
Open Channel Flow Sep 21 2021 A comprehensive treatment of open channel flow, Open Channel Flow: Numerical Methods and Computer
Applications starts with basic principles and gradually advances to complete problems involving systems of channels with branches, controls, and
outflows/ inflows that require the simultaneous solutions of systems of nonlinear algebraic equations coupled with differential equations. The book
includes a CD that contains a program that solves all types of simple open channel flow problems, the source programs described in the text, the
executable elements of these programs, the TK-Solver and MathCad programs, and the equivalent MATLAB® scripts and functions. The book
provides applied numerical methods in an appendix and also incorporates them as an integral component of the methodology in setting up and
solving the governing equations. Packed with examples, the book includes problems at the end of each chapter that give readers experience in
applying the principles and often expand upon the methodologies use in the text. The author uses Fortran as the software to supply the computer
instruction but covers math software packages such as MathCad, TK-Solver, MATLAB, and spreadsheets so that readers can use the instruments with
which they are the most familiar. He emphasizes the basic principles of conservation of mass, energy, and momentum, helping readers achieve true
mastery of this important subject, rather than just learn routine techniques. With the enhanced understanding of the fundamental principles of fluid
mechanics provided by this book, readers can then apply these principles to the solution of complex real-world problems. The book supplies the
knowledge tools necessary to analyze and design economical and properly performing conveyance systems. Thus not only is the book useful for
graduate students, but it also provides professional engineers the expertise and knowledge to design well performing and economical channel
systems.
Congo Basin Hydrology, Climate, and Biogeochemistry Mar 16 2021 New scientific discoveries in the Congo Basin as a result of international
collaborations The Congo is the world’s second largest river basin and home to 120 million people. Understanding the cycling of water, sediments,
and nutrients is important as the region faces climatic and anthropogenic change. Congo Basin Hydrology, Climate, and Biogeochemistry: A
Foundation for the Future explores variations in and influences on rainfall, hydrology and hydraulics, and sediment and carbon dynamics. It features
contributions from experts in the region and their international collaborators. Volume highlights include: New in-situ and remotely sensed
measurements and model results Use of historic data to assess precipitation and hydrologic changes Exploration of water exchange between
wetlands and rivers Biogeochemical processes in the Congo’s forests and wetlands A scientific foundation for hydrologic resource management in the
region Studies from different parts of the Congo river and its adjoining basins This book is available in English and French. The American
Geophysical Union promotes discovery in Earth and space science for the benefit of humanity. Its publications disseminate scientific knowledge and
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provide resources for researchers, students, and professionals.
Open Channel Hydraulics May 30 2022 The book is intended for advanced undergraduates and first-year graduate students in the general fields of
water resources and environmental engineering. It offers a selective presentation of some of the most common problems encountered by practicing
engineers with the inclusion of recent research advances and personal computer applications.
Proceedings of the International Conference on Hydrology and Water Resources, New Delhi, India, December 1993: Water-quality hydrology Sep 29
2019 The four volumes in this set cover major aspects of hydrology and water resources, including surface water hydrology, subsurface water
hydrology, water quality hydrology, and water resources planning management. The books reflect the water resources technology as practised in
India and the Indian subcontinent which should be of value to water resources professionals in the West.
Open Channel Hydraulics Oct 03 2022 Open Channel Hydraulics is written for undergraduate and graduate civil engineering students, and
practicing engineers. Written in clear and simple language, it introduces and explains all the main topics required for courses on open channel flows,
using numerous worked examples to illustrate the key points. With coverage of both introduction to flows, practical guidance to the design of open
channels, and more advanced topics such as bridge hydraulics and the problem of scour, Professor Akan's book offers an unparalleled user-friendly
study of this important subject ·Clear and simple style suited for undergraduates and graduates alike ·Many solved problems and worked examples
·Practical and accessible guide to key aspects of open channel flow
Channel Flow Resistance May 18 2021
Proceedings of the Advanced Seminar on One-dimensional, Open-Channel Flow and Transport Modeling Apr 04 2020
Stream Hydrology Jun 30 2022 Since the publication of the first edition (1994) there have been rapid developments in the application of hydrology,
geomorphology and ecology to stream management. In particular, growth has occurred in the areas of stream rehabilitation and the evaluation of
environmental flow needs. The concept of stream health has been adopted as a way of assessing stream resources and setting management goals.
Stream Hydrology: An Introduction for Ecologists Second Edition documents recent research and practice in these areas. Chapters provide
information on sampling, field techniques, stream analysis, the hydrodynamics of moving water, channel form, sediment transport and commonly
used statistical methods such as flow duration and flood frequency analysis. Methods are presented from engineering hydrology, fluvial
geomorphology and hydraulics with examples of their biological implications. This book demonstrates how these fields are linked and utilised in
modern, scientific river management. Emphasis on applications, from collecting and analysing field measurements to using data and tools in stream
management. Updated to include new sections on environmental flows, rehabilitation, measuring stream health and stream classification. Critical
reviews of the successes and failures of implementation. Revised and updated windows-based AQUAPAK software. This book is essential reading for
2nd/3rd year undergraduates and postgraduates of hydrology, stream ecology and fisheries science in Departments of Physical Geography, Biology,
Environmental Science, Landscape Ecology, Environmental Engineering and Limnology. It would be valuable reading for professionals working in
stream ecology, fisheries science and habitat management, environmental consultants and engineers.
Non-Hydrostatic Free Surface Flows Nov 23 2021 This book provides essential information on the higher mathematical level of approximation over
the gradually varied flow theory, also referred to as the Boussinesq-type theory. In this context, it presents higher order flow equations, together with
their applications in a broad range of pertinent engineering and environmental problems, including open channel, groundwater, and granular
material flows.
Open Channel Hydraulics Oct 23 2021
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Unsteady Flow in Open Channels Feb 24 2022 This book provides a unifying framework for understanding and computing unsteady flow and
transport in shallow one-dimensional open-water systems.
The Hydraulics of Open Channel Flow Sep 02 2022 The Hydraulics of Open Channel Flow is a major new textbook for senior undergraduates and
postgraduate students. Dr Chanson first introduces the basic principles of open channel flow hydraulics, namely the continuity, Bernoulli and
momentum principles. Applications include short transitions (e.g. intake), hydraulic jumps and flow resistance. The key topics of sediment transport,
hydraulic modelling and the design of hydraulic structures are then developed in turn. This innovative textbook contains numerous examples,
including practical applications, and is fully illustrated with line drawings and photographs in colour and black and white. Exercises - located at the
end of each chapter and as revision sections at the end of each part - form an integral part of the text. The book concludes with major assignments,
which assimilate all the knowledge into a fully coherent whole. Solutions to exercises, together with the shareware software Hydroculv, are available
from the Web at: Key Features: Ideal for Use by Students and Lecturers in Civil and Environmental Engineering Numerous Exercises and Examples,
Including a Supporting Website, to Aid the Reader’s Understanding Comprehensive Coverage of the Basic Principles and the Key Application Areas of
the Hydraulics of Open Channel Flow the Reader is Taken Step by Step from the Basic Principles to the More Advanced Design Calculations
Modeling and Control of Hydrosystems Dec 25 2021 Open-channel hydraulics are described by hyperbolic equations, derived from laws of
conservation of mass and momentum, called Saint-Venant equations. In conjunction with hydraulic structure equations these are used to represent
the dynamic behavior of water flowing in rivers, irrigation canals, and sewers. Building on a detailed analysis of open-channel flow modeling, this
monograph constructs control design methodologies based on a frequency domain approach. In practice, many open-channel systems are controlled
with classical input–output controllers that are usually poorly tuned. The approach of this book, fashioning pragmatic engineering solutions for the
control of open channels is given rigorous mathematical justification. Once the control objectives are clarified, a generic control design method is
proposed, first for a canal pool, and then for a whole canal. The methods developed in the book have been validated on several canals of various
dimensions up to a large scale irrigation canal.
Open Channel Hydraulics, Third Edition Jun 18 2021 A definitive guide to open channel hydraulics―fully updated for the latest tools and methods
This thoroughly revised resource offers focused coverage of some of the most common problems encountered by practicing hydraulic engineers and
includes the latest research and computing advances. Based on a course taught by the author for nearly 40 years, Open Channel Hydraulics, Third
Edition features clear explanations of floodplain mapping, flood routing, bridge hydraulics, culvert design, stormwater system design, stream
restoration, and much more. Throughout, special emphasis is placed on the application of basic fluid mechanics principles to the formulation of open
channel flow problems. Coverage includes: Basic principles Specific energy Momentum Uniform flow Gradually varied flow Hydraulic structures
Governing unsteady flow equations and numerical solutions Simplified methods of flow routing Flow in alluvial channels Three-dimensional CFD
modeling for open channel flows
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